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MY PET MONS I ER sruDENT LOAN B. Emmett 
It's no secret that Douglas 
College students are finalists in 
the Most Apathetic Bunch In The 
World Contest. In fact, most of 
them are a bunch of uninvolved, 
uninterested, unmotivated losers. 
This is a true fact and not subject 
to debate. Ask anybody who has 
any function at the college-
whether they're part of a club, 
work in administration, teach, 
work in the student society, and 
they will agree. And they know 
better than you do. So just 
accept it. If you attend Douglas 
College, chances are you're way 
too fucking apathetic. 
Of course, the preceding 
statement is a little unfair, 
although true. Some people do 
get involved, such as we Other 
Press people (we're allowed to 
pat ourselves on the back 
occasionally). And some of those 
who don't participate do have 
excuses, such as being working 
single mothers who attend five 
courses. However, most people 
have no such excuse. What's 
your excuse? Have you 
rationalized it yet? 
Did you know that the student 
society are holding elections this 
week? Or rather, did you know it 
before you picked this paper. You 
don't get any "I'm not apathetic" 
points for noticing that there's a 
DCSS election because it's our 
cover story. Can you name the 
DCSS president? 
Do you think this is relevant? It 
is. The DCSS are your 
representatives to the 
administration and the 
government. A good student 
society can make a difference in 
your day-to-day life at DC. A 
lousy student society make you 
look bad. They deal with other 
schools. If the other schools think 
that the DCSS are a bunch of 
morons, they will think that the 
students who elected them are 
also a bunch of morons. Maybe 
they would be right. 
Not that the current DCSS is a 
bunch of morons or anything, but 
every election we run that risk. 
For every person that doesn't 
vote, the more probable that 
possibility becomes. So get off 
your overworked ass, find out 
what the issues are, make up 
your mind and VOTE. 
March 19, 1996 
The Other Press is Douglas College's 
autonomous student newspaper. We have been 
publishing since 1976. 
Being autonomous means neither the 
Douglas College Students' Society nor the 
College administratiOn can tell the Other Press 
what to print. Only you, the students, can decide 
what goes in the paper-by helping out. 
We receive our funding from a student levy 
collected every semester at registration, and 
from local and national advertising revenue. 
The Olhet Press is a member of the 
Canadian University Press, a cooperative of 
student newspapers from across Canada. We 
adhere to CUP's Statement of Common 
Principles and Code of Ethics. 
The Other Press reserves the right to choose 
what to publish, and what not to publish. 
Letters received by the Other Press should 
be a maximum of 500 words and typewritten, or 
preferably, &Jbmitted on a 3.5" disk, IBM or 
Mac format. Eaoh letter must include the writer's 
name and phone number (however, if so asked 
the OP will PtJblish letters anona(llously,) Phone 
numbers are never published, but we may have 
some questions that only you can answer, and 
maybe you'd like your disk back. If there is mote 
than one letter, story or commentary, let us 
know where and how they/it are/is ~ved . The 
Other Press reserves the right to edit for space 
constraints. Double-check your spelling and 
grainmar: letters are printed OflC()ffected. The 
collective is the final arbiter of disputes. Phone 
525-3542. fax 52:7·5005. Our mailing address 
is 
T'he Other Press, 
Douglas 'College 
room 1020, 
700 Royal Avenue 
New Westminster, BC 
V3L 582 
r 
Next deadline 'for coin!nentary, letters to the 
editor and announcements is Thursday March 
28, at 4:00p.m. The OP publishes every two 
weeks during regular semester, and monthly 
during the summer. 
Coordinating Staff 
Advertising - vacant 
Arts and Entertainment - Joyce Robinson 
Classifieds - Michael Pierre 
Creative - Gweny Wong 
Cover - vacant 
CUP Liason - Kevin Sallows 
Distribution - Jim Irving 
Features - Rachel Young 
Graphics - vacant 
News- Samuel Lapalme-Remis 
Opinions and Editorial - David Sussman 
Photography - Eric Milner 
Production - Colin Stralak 
Sports • Miguel Strother and Lance Bradley 
Contributors 
B.C. Allen, Samantha May, Andrew 
Carroll, Corene McKay, Paul Andr~, 
BYrtli'i Stedmann, D.G Black,Jr;lmie 
MacEvoy, Chad Copeland, Lori 
Robinson, Shari Ackerman, M~njitBrar, 
Brian Kraus, Niki kaloudas, JJm 
Cnliboyko, Peter r: Chattaway, David 
~apa, Gr~ F~ton,. l~n, f'ladineDaigle, 
Nadfne's mother (Gloria Daigle) and her 
car, Jonathan Sawyer, Joy Parkes 
Daniela Zanattta. 
· •;: Emplo~ees 
. Accounting - Marion Drakos 
Production Resource - Darin Clisby 
Edit¢rial Resource- Trent Ernst 
Editorial Resource Assistants - Neil a Dandy, 
Boyd Pe11rson 
Note: The Grizzlies photos last jssue were taken by none 
other than our lovely photoco, Eric Milner. 
Submission Deadline~ March 28 
• 
The Douglas College Student Society is holding elections during the week of March 
18 to 23. On ThursCJay, March 14, an a/1-candiCJates meeting was held in the DC 
Upper Cafeteria. Each candidate presensented their ideas and answered a few 
questions. Not believing that the soundbite era is acceptable, the Other Press is 
printing the entire opening ~eeches of both DCSS Presidential candidates. 
There are other positions for which elections are being held. Because of time and 
space constraits, the Other Press has been unable to present the ideas of these 
candidates. However, a list of the positions and candidates can be found at the 
bottom of this page. 
Pix and Prose by Samuel Lapalme-Remis 
hawn Large 
- ·-1 have a concern for our student people is a difficult thing because we're 
•~u·~''"Y, and that basic concern is that all a part of this society. 
uninformed. We' re uniformed as The student 
what is going on in our college. I society is an 
that the position of president open office . 
be a position where you listen to You can go 
fellow students. There's eight or and find out 
nine thousand voices in this college, and what's going 
only approximately two hundred people on in our 
The two hundred people who vote s o c i e t y . 
as a majority. That's hardly a However,it'sa 
ority. difficult thing 
We need to know what's going on to do when 
say what may work for our society, that's 
all the better. Eight thousand thousand 
J' .• r · . . ·. 
people, that's 
e i g h t 
thousand 
thoughts, 
that's eight 
thousand 
opinions, and 
we can all 
collectively 
take part in 
this society. 
withinoursociety. Weneedtoknowwhy we're all so 
we're paying fees, what it is that fees busy with 
going toward. We need to know what academics . I 
objective is. We' re faced with some believe that 
realities , such as the tuition everybody Shawn Large at the all-canaulates meeti1tg 
We have to 
be concerned 
with where 
education is 
going . We 
have to be lmcrease We have to seriously assess should be 
ere we're going as a student body. informed. I believe that it is the 
Our student society represents the responsibility of those in representative 
students of this college. We have a lot positions to let people know what's 
of great clubs and associations. We also going on through word of mouth, the 
have commitees. To have all these clubs, Other Press, and bulletin boards. 
sociations and commitees and not Basically, I believe that everybody's 
what what is going on or not ideas are important here at this college. 
able to voice our opinions or talk to If people want to give input and possibly 
Katrina Lennax 
concerned with where our society is 
headed. We have to be concerned with 
what's going on right here at Douglas in 
1996. 
There's been a lot of talk about a 
student society building and also a lot 
of people that don't understand what the 
student society building is all about. 
I am the current president and I am 
for reelection, and I'd I ike to tell 
why. Some of you, and all of you 
are new students that have attended 
orientation are very much aware of 
representative commitee . The that Douglas very much lacks. It has 
representative minutes for each meeting rooms where we have these kinds of 
we hold are posted outside the student meetings, so we don't have to sit in the 
society photocopy room. We will be, at cafeteria and it has all sorts of studying 
that time, posting our budget as well. rooms for those who need the space and 
going on. Orientations weren't 
before I was elected and we didn't 
I students what we did. 
1\'0>lurttef:r. I then ran in an election for a 
lrPtnrP<Pn.t,.ti' ve position and held that 
w-·_. .. ,, .. until I took over as president 
last summer. When I took over office as 
l nn~s1dlent , like Shawn specified, nobody 
anything. The office didn't know 
llmvm.•m' We had no financial statements 
There has been a lot of talk about the the time. 
building. It was on hold because the land 
it ' s being built on belongs to the 
institution, not to us. We are unable to 
buy the land because it is college land, 
therefore government land and used for 
educational purposes. However, a lease 
was signed stating that we could build 
the building provided we could pay the 
mortgage. There is a posting for the next 
Annual General Meeting, and there is 
information about the building on the 
posting. 
In my time 
in office, as 
well as 
working 
diligently and 
sometimes 
angrily to 
insure that the 
mess was 
cleaned up, 
I've also sat on 
People have said that I'm opposed to this 
idea. I'm not opposed to it. I believe that 
motion was passed in 1989 and it's just 
sat there for seven years. It was in 1984 
that we started collecting fees for this 
building. New initiatives are needed. We 
need to really focus. If this is something 
we really, really want, we have to 
reassess the whole plan, we have to 
focus, and we have to think. If this is 
what we want, we're going to go for it. 
That's why your ideas are important. 
Fundraising ideas are lacking in the 
student society. The clubs and 
organizations at Douglas always put in 
a lot of effort in fundraising. For 
instance, the nursing students are always 
coming together as a student body and 
fundraising. I believe that not only the 
nurses should do that, but the whole 
college should do it. 
In a nutshell, I'm running for this 
position to be representative of you. I 
want to listen to you and I want want to 
listen to your opinions. Thank you very 
much. 
lacks in the area of student placement. 
The college will put forth the resourses 
to have that operate despite budget 
constraints. I am also fighting user fees 
(see story on page 5) . 
I'd like the 
opportunity to 
complete the work 
that I've started in the 
last year. I think that 
in eight months 
we've come farther 
than we had in five 
years. I think that 
warrants mention. I 
think that we do need 
to get more 
awareness out there 
to the students. I 
don't think that it's 
lrPtnortPcl to Victoria or to the board, 
which is part of the society ' s 
ponsibility. None of our Annual 
Meetings minutes were sent to 
All of our records were done 
We have a commitment as oflast week 
from the provincial government that says 
that they would authorize our we can 
prove that we can pay it. That was a long 
time coming and a big battle to win but 
we now have the government on our side 
now and we will proceed with the 
building. We are hoping after the Annual 
General Meeting to be able to put out to 
tender, so I encourage you all to come 
to that. 
numerous, 
numerous 
commitees. I 
sit on college 
board and I 
Katrina !enntlXs~fiM just my job, although 
paper with shoeboxes and cigarette 
Basically, we were a mess. 
I'm very proud to say that in the eight 
s that I've been in office, all of 
our financial statements have been put 
to date. All of our books are clear. 
~un.oleme:nt a computer system to insure 
the student society is able to produce 
exact statements of our finances. 
will enable us, when implemented 
t month, to produce a financial 
!J!:atetme:nt each and every month to the 
We're still looking at moving into the 
new building next Fall semester. For 
those of you who aren't aware of it, the 
building consists of three floors. It's got 
a cafeteria, it's got games rooms, it's got 
all kinds oflounges, which is something 
also sit on management. Our biggest 
issue with now is obtaining a tuition 
freeze or at least a I 0% cap on tuition 
increases. 
Another commitee that I sit on is a 
student advisory commitee which I 
started with representatives from 
different departments within the 
institution as well as government and 
large business representatives. This is to 
ensure that students are guaranteed 
access to employment when they 
graduate. This institution very much 
it is part of my job 
and those that know me know I have a 
big mouth. However, it's also the job of 
every representative that you elect to 
make sure that they are representing you 
to the society and the society to you so 
that you are more aware. Again, I'm 
running for president because I think I'm 
doing a good job and I want to stick it 
out and continue the work that we've 
started and move on to the future. Thank 
you. 
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President 
Shawn Large 
Katrina Lennax 
Treasurer 
Adele Bradley 
Diane King 
Vice-:President External Vice President Internal Maple Ridge Member-at""Large., ~ative Students Rep 
Physieal Edutatit)Jl Rep. 
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Dave Seaweed Coley Mansfield Douglas Whitlo-w 
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Students to start paying user fees 
Douglas College increases tuition through the back door as well as the front 
by Jim Chliboyko 
"DCSS President Says 'No'" declares 
DCSS president Katrina Lennax, trying 
her hand at headline writing. Lennax is 
saying no to user fees, and she is saying 
it rather loudly. "I'm adamantly opposed 
to user fees, as you can tell. I mean, it's 
going to hurt a lot of people. And the 
people that it's going to hurt are the poor 
people." 
The mention of user fees were 
introduced in a recently released 
progress report that details the 
development of Douglas College's 1996/ 
97 exp~diture plan . The report is 
authored by Peter Greenwood, the 
College's Vice-President of Finance and 
Administration. The report cites reduced 
provincial transfer payments as the 
reason for the necessity of implementing 
user fees. Greenwood writes, "These 
transfer payment reductions ... will have 
significant impact on every post 
secondary institution in Canada. While 
the Provincial Government has not yet 
announced how this will affect each 
institution, there is no doubt that we will 
be receiving reduced funding for our 
existing programs and services. We 
anticipate a reduction of approximately 
$2 million on our existing $30 million 
operating grant in 1996/97, with a further 
similar amount in 1997/98." The user 
fees, in conjunction with increased 
tuition, are expected to cover the 
operating grant's shortfall. 
In the plan, the user fees are 
mentioned fleetingly and only as a 
consideration, though it proposes that 
March 21 to 28 
Week of Solidarity with The Peoples 
Struggling Against Racism and Racial 
Prejudice. 
laboratory use, computer use and Monday that will provide, I think, 
registration will carry the additional direction for all the institutions in terms 
charges, when implemented. Other of tuition fee increases. Whether that is 
suggested changes include such things a tuition freeze, or a tuition cap, I don't 
as the introduction of differential fees, know. Greenwood said, "My reading is 
referring to higher prices for courses that that (the announcement) will be more 
have labs, or courses that are anything positive than the 15% - 20% increases 
but straight lecture courses. that the ministry had talked about 
The introduction of user fees comes allowing." 
at a particularly sensitive time for post- Greenwood spoke more certainly 
secondary students, with high tuition asiest one to initiate and implement 
increases expected for this September. would be a registration fee. Right now, 
Lennax is very specific about her dislike we do have an application fee as does 
of user fees. "My concern is that there every college." While the application fee 
are a lot of students here ... who are very, is a one-time only charge, Greenwood's 
very broke. We have students that don't registration fee would be a set amount 
eat for days because they can't afford to attached to every course, though 
eat. We have students who can't afford registration fees have also been deferred 
tampons, and think that that is a luxury until, at least, 1997. 
in life." Though no dollar amounts are 
By the time Greenwood met the Other mentioned, Lennax has specific fears 
Press on Thursday, however, he was that the extra fees will put students into 
talking about deferrals. "Some schools even worse financial health. "When you 
are beginning to initiate charges for say I'm going to have user fees in the 
supplies . We don't have a lot of library, in the lab, when I register, when 
programs that have heavy supply I print my paper- how much more 
components ... though that's something money does a student need to put out on 
that we could possibly look at, but it top of the tuition? I would much rather 
wouldn't be for this year. It would be the college be honest and say 'We will 
something we'd be looking at (for need to raise tuition 22%.' Don't put in 
1997)." As well, differential fees have all these hidden user fees to account for 
been deferred. the other 2%. Be up front, be honest, tell 
"We are expecting Premier Clark to me 22%, so I can figure out whether I 
make a fairly major announcement on can afford it, and I can write it off on 
March 19, 1996 
my income tax." 
Greenwood is sympathetic. "Quite 
frankly, I see a lot of these user fees as 
part of the tuition fee." Comparing other 
BC post-secondary institutions to 
Douglas, he acknowledges problems 
with implementing user fees. "A lot of 
institutions try to look good in saying 
we're only charging $43 a credit, but 
then you get nickel-and-dimed with all 
these user fees." 
Greenwood would prefer to find other 
types of revenues elsewhere. Though 
doesn't see more user fees at ---o·--.... 
within the very near future, the college 
is looking at different sources of 
revenue. "That might be things from the 
outside, like charges for people from 
outside for renting the building .. . or the 
calendar going up a dollar. It would be 
small, it wouldn't be the introduction of 
any new fees at this point." 
With all of the budgetary changes in 
the air this spring, it is a challenging time 
to be an administrator. Greenwood 
concludes, "Our expectations is that 
there are still going to be reductions in 
funding, so you still have to deal with 
that. One of the choices is that you start 
reducing services, or you maintain your 
services and you increase your revenue. 
I think we'll be going through some fine-
tuning there. It's a balancing act." Join us March 25 for an open panel 
On the Theme of: Elimination of 
Racial Discrimination D.C. Student to Expand Horizons in Africa 
When: 
Where: 
What: 
7:00 to 10:00 PM 
Douglas College 
New Westminster 
Room 1614 
Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination 
, Sponsored by Association for Baha "i Studies at Douglas College. 
By B.C. Allen 
This fall, one of our very own will be 
breaking the bonds of the traditional 
formal education and heading off to 
Egypt for a seven month experience of 
a lifetime. 
Kalynka Cherkosh will be one of 
many Canada World Youth (CWY) 
participants to partake in an international 
exchange. For the first three and a half 
months, Kalynka will live with a family 
in Atlantic Canada and work within her 
host community with her exchange 
team. Each team is composed equally 
of21 Canadians and 21 Egyptians. They 
will be placed in smaller communities 
to do volunteer work, explore the area 
and learn about the local culture. 
After being accepted earlier this year, 
Kalynka had a few decisions to make. 
Is an inter-cultural experience, such as 
this, worth taking the time off of school? 
Having a million and one questions 
didn't help the process either. After 
thinking for a long while, she decided 
to challenge herself and go! Although 
unsure of what to expect, she does plan 
on accomplishing a few things during 
her seven months: grasping the basics 
of Arabic, learning a lifestyle different 
from her own, and perhaps developing 
a skill common to her host communities. 
Although Kalynka will be away from 
home for a long period of time, she does 
not feel that this will affect the close 
relationship with her family. "I am 
willing to accept that which changes," 
she says. This is just a stepping stone 
for Kalynka, because she has already 
Why work for peanuts 
when you can sell them? 
Starting your own business is one way to guarantee yourself a job this summer. 
If you're a full-time student returning to school this fall and legally entitled to work in Canada, the Student Business loans 
Program, part of the government of Canada's Student Summer Job Action program, is offering loans of up to $3,000 · 
to help you start a business. 
Details are available at any branch of the Business Development Bank of Canada, Canada Employment Centres, Canada 
Employment Centres for Students, any branch of the Royal Bank of Canada or the National Bank of Canada. 
Just come to us with your idea, and we'll see what we can do about putting you to work for someone you really like. You. 
--
De alopn•ut c.n.. 
••• 
Di I JJ '*" .. 
--~ 
Call toll-free: 1 800 361-2126. · 
Canada 
II ROYAL BANK BANQUE ROYALE 
Shes actually smiling cuz its a birthday 
photo. Oh well. Good luck in Egypt! 
spent a year in Germany with Rotary, 
and she plans on continuing the journey 
after CWY. Perhaps she will spend a 
year at a Kibbutz in Israel, then go to 
Iceland to cool off, while learning at least 
six languages! 
Aside from all of the packing and 
getting medical shots, Kalynka does 
have to raise $1500 as a requirement for 
the program. She welcomes any ideas 
or donations, which would help her 
along the way. 
Canada World Youth is a non-profit 
organization, funded by community 
support and by CIDA (Canadian 
International Development Agency). 
CWY provides the opportunity for 
young Canadians to experience the 
culture of a developing nation and 
parts of Canada. Each exchange 
about seven months and is co1:npos(:d 
equally of Canadians and participants 
from the other host country. There are 
currently II exchanges to South 
America, Africa, Asia, Cuba and Eastern 
Europe. The age range is 17 to 21, 
the program is open to all Canadians. 
you would like more information, feel 
free to call the CWY office at (604) 723-
5113, or stop by in person at 1894 West 
Broadway, Suite 20 I, Vancouver. 
• 
... 
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Graduate 
rebate of 
The resulting movement of graduating students to a 
Chrysler dealership after reading they can receive an 
extra $750 rebate on a hot looking 2-door with a gutsy 
132 horsepower engine. 
$750 
in addition to 
all current rebatest 
1996 Neon Ex Available Features Include: 
• 2.0L 16V 132 hp SOHC engine 
• Dual air bags 
• Automatic transmission 
• Side door impact beams 
• AM/FM stereo cassette with 6 speakers 
• Air conditioning 
• Rear spoiler 
• 14" deluxe wheel covers 
• Dual outside remote mirrors 
• Fuel economy -5.8L/l 00 km hwy 
-8.4L/l 00 km city ' 
Our $750 Graduate rebate applies to all 
1996 Chrysler and Jeep/Eagle vehicles: 
IEII 
• 
. 
~GRADUATES! 
Get an additional $750 Cash Rebate- over and above all other discount 
offers- when you purchase the 1996 Chrysler vehide of your choice. I 
~~CHRYSLER -*-
~CANADA ~ 
Official Sponwr of the Canadian Olympic Team 
SEE YOUR B.C. CHRYSLER TEAM . 
~CHRYSLER 
'Based an Transport Canada approved test methods, with a 5-speed manual transmission. Your actual fuel (ansumptran may vary. t limited fime offer. Same restrkfians app~. Offer applies to retail purchases far person-
al use an~ an sele(l models exduding Dodge Viper. Thrs offer (On be (Offibined with any ather publidy advertised offer wrrently available from Chrysler Canada ltd. Offer applies to 1996, 1995, and 1994 Un~er5ity or 
College graduates. See dealer far detaib. ®Official Mark of the Canadi<rn O~mpi( Association . 
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Wanted 
Want to make some extra money? The Other Press wants you as an Advertising Coordinator, 25% 
Commission on each sale. Apply in person at The Other Press office, Room 1 020. Mail Boxes Etc: 
Business 
Ever wanted to model for fun? Ever wish you had a decent photograph of yourself? Well, now you're 
in luck. Eric, the Photo Co. for The Other Press wants you. No Fees! Just your time, M/F., Long, short, 
skinny or fat clothed, nude or otherwise. Drop a note in my mail box at the Other Press Room or phone 
524-1454. You'll be glad you did ~ next millennium. 
Making Business Easier For People 
Wfto Work On Their Own 
Interested in getting affordable Internet access? There will be an Internet Committee meeting. Please 
contact Tammy Shapcott at 527-5114. 
For Sale 
King size waterbed w~h headboard and frame very good cond~ion, must sell as we are moving asking 
$100 o.b.o. Please call Chris or Jeff at 266-7477. 
- UPS and other Courier Services 
- Mail Receiving Services: with 
Street Address & 24-Hour Access 
- Office Supplies 
- Business Cards and Stationery 
- Quality Copy Service 
-Fax Services: Send and Receive 
- Packing and Shipping Supplies 
- Professional Packing Services 
- Computer & Laser Printer 
or 'JYpewriter Rental 
Ford Ranger Custom, V6, 3.0L, 4 Speed @ overdrive, 63,000 Km, Pioneer Sound System, New Tires 
and Brakes, $8800.00 o.b.o. 
Wantto practice a great sport? Join the Judo club. Practices are Tuesday & 7:30pm- 10pm, Thursday 
7:30pm -10pm and Saturday 2pm- 4pm. Room 1313. 1 week free trial. $60 for 3 months or $25 per 
month. 
3¢ Copies 49¢ Fax 
8 I /2 X 11 black print on white paper 
no minimum 
per page 
long distance extra 
max 20 pages/fax B MAILBOXESEIC max 500 Columbia Square Plaza (bthmd IAndm Dnlgr, 11ur the IGA) 
104-1015 Columbia Sm:et 
For Rent 
(Available April1 0, Apr.1 st can be arranged) I need TWO roommates to help me fill a 3 bedroom house 
(my former roommates are moving back to Ontario). Easyijoing individuals only, please. (reasonably 
neat, quiet, etc.) Rent: $400 includes utilities (except phone and cable). Location: 41st and Mackenzie 
(Kerrisdale). Pets OK, Washer and Dryer, Fireplace, Balcony, Yard, One bus to UBC , downtown, or 
the skytrain, Shopping, parks nearby. Call Dave at 266-7477. 
IT'S NOT WJ::1A:r. WE DO. 
IT'S~ WE DO IT.-
Offer Valid until March 30, 1996 
Some limits apply. 522-6264 
Burnaby Volunteer Centre 
Room 14 - 250 Willingdon Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 5E9 
Telephone (604) 294-5533 Fax (604) 294-6814 
Volunteer 
Speech Therapy: To work onEH>n~ne with a stroke affected adutt, building speech, reading and writing skills. Speech pathologist will assist with suggestions for activities. 
Easter Egg: Get into the Easter spirit' NoOilroftt organization needs volunteers to personalize chocolate eggs. Short-term commitment, only a lew days! All you need is good handwriting. 
Canvasser: Organization that lights against hunger needs canvassers to raise funds. Different shifts and locations are available. 
ActMty Assistant: Assist stroke affected adults at meetings and outings. Help with setting up the room, assist the clients. Volunteers can help our in different areas, like exercise, music, and 
bookkeeping. 
Recreation: Volunteers needed at correctional facility lor women, to socialize with the inmates. Activities include sports, games and crafts. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE OR OTHER VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES, PLEASE CONTACT THE BURNABY VOLUNTEER CENTRE AT 294-5533. 
REMEMBER: NATIONAL VOLUNTEER WEEK IS COMING UP SOON, APRIL 21-27 
~llllLRMt! preseiiL 
Holld~ 
FINAlS EITRAVAGAIIZA IN IEIICO! 
t~~· 1 WEEKSTARTINGAT: 
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~~' t BabyBrothe :~:]: 
I can remember 
when your favorite thing 
in the whole world 
was to slosh around 
in slush puddles 
You were a little 
blue snowsuit then 
with red rubber boots 
and the puddle 
came up 
over your knees 
and spilled 
right into your boots 
And now I catch 
a 15 minute 
glimpse of you 
at the airport 
on your way 
through town 
and you squeeze me 
in between your wiry arms 
and I wonder 
do you still 
love to 
slosh around 
in slush puddles 
by Niki Kaloudas 
''\ 
An Ahernoon in Vancouver 
Five-million dollar show homes at the end of the world 
And whistling off-key I take a downtown train 
All the way to Mogules. 
Waiting for a stone faced ticket checker to tell me I'm A-OK 
I pull the emergency stop in a dream 
Make the news to tell the microphone 
(Wild eye movement now) 
That it's though out there these days 
What with Bible-ballots 
And little girl cut-rate weeping 
Slipping through every compromise 
In the city where I was born. 
by Jonathan Sawyer 
Baby picture supplied by Gweny Wong 
Sha~k 
You say you don't know how to play, 
But you are playing a game, 
a wild game of hearts, 
you pull out a Joker. 
Queen of Dreams, Ace that one. 
I'm playing Russian Roulette, 
you 're not playing with a full deck. 
You Like your diamonds 
I've been hit with a spade. 
You are the dealer and 
I have been dealt with 
two different games at hand. 
I think you're better than you say. 
by Brian Kraus 
There once wz.:s D mDD who wu HI 
t:ven though he took Dll kindos ol pill:s 
Jli;s :shin turned quite green 
lind he looked rAther meDD 
li:s he mz.de hi:s wz.y up to the till 
Jle :~lzammed down the bottle oJ whi:sky 
The cu:shier thought he looked Fi:shy 
Well they czalled the cop:; 
Who pulled out zall the :stop.s 
Except one cop who:se eye:; becznne mi:sty 
The ~op wu:s I rom lrelz.nd you :see 
lind :symputhi:z;ed mo:~t heZII'tily with bios pleD 
;io took him home to hios mom 
Who wu:s muking Zl bomb 
for zalee while mzaking teD 
They gzave him a lour leAf clover 
.ltnd ended up CDllU~g him rovel' 
Jle lived lor u while in the bara 
lind lezarned how to dZil'n 
llelore they m~dup to Dover 
;it. Pzatrick' :s Dzay cznne 
lind he ro:se up to IZIIlle 
lind the ll\li elected him king 
lind they ull begAn to :sing 
Jle even won the hezart of D dllme 
The dZIIlle wu:s quite t zall 
~he WZI:S D doll 
3o :she took him to her bed 
Where he turned quite red 
lind rzan out nuked into the hzall 
Jler :shrlek:s could be heZII'd tor mila 
The new:s WZI:i heZil'd zacro;s;s the diDI:S 
They hAd elected Zl unic 
Wflo:se ball:s where quite mullic:. 
~he hud luinted uwuy onto the Hle:s 
lind poOl ~over 
from~+¥ 
fum ll'Om Ibm ptu41i 
feZil' letlp z.cro:s:s.~'·rzace 
Thzat poor red mzan wza:s :sober 
lle rzan through the moor 
1\zan bzack to the :~tore 
:ilzammed down Zl bottle ol wine 
!,he cza:shier thought he wza:s line 
1t gllve hinthios chzange but no more 
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To survive, social movements have to know when 
to stop fighting old battles and move on to new 
challenges. In the beginning, the struggle is pure 
and simple. Good and bad are clearly defined, the 
loyal masses live on a steady diet of hype, hubris 
and hope, and the future will take care of itself. 
Once the future becomes the present and the 
movement reaches middle age, or especially old age, 
passion must give way to reason. A successful 
movement, like the women's movement, can't 
continue to act as if it were still on the outside and 
all things masculine were the enemy. There was a 
time when such an argument was defensible, 
especially in the days before universal suffrage, but 
not today. 
eke out livings at ''McJobs" or try to pay for an 
education, their parents' generation faces a possibly ./ 
pensionless retirement. During the more prosperous .· 
170s and '80s, claimants for preferential treatment . ·
could rely on the guilt factor to get ahead. Now, 
men and women are in the same boat. Econm;nic 
hardship doesn't discriminate according to sex. 
Thus I am at a loss to explain the behaviour of 
pay equity wingnuts in the Public Service Alliance 
of Canada. PSA~ is demanding retroactive pay 
raises for female employees going backto 1984, to 
the tune of $1.5 billion (that's billion). Imagine: 
clerks, typists and the like will win a mini-lottery at 
taxpayers' expense (including women taxpayers) 
One can divide a society 
in several ways-urban/ 
rural, rich/poor, young/ 
old-but dividing 
according to sex is 
pointless. Yet it is precisely 
this pointlessness that is 
commemorated every year 
on International Women's 
Day. It began amid heady 
socialist idealism and it 
still IS a socialist 
observance. 
There is no room here for 
the new breed of women 
writers like Kate Fillion, 
Sallie Tisdale and Katie 
Roiphe, who argue that 
women shouldn't blame 
their problems on men or 
look to governments to 
solve them. From these 
writers we have an image 
A successful 
movement, like 
the women's 
movement, can't 
continue to act as 
if it were still on 
the outside and all 
things masculine 
were the enemy. 
of women as strong, / , -:/// /0 
because some politically 
correct apologist "proved" 
that a clerk's work was 
comparable to an 
electrician's! Being a 
woman in the civil servic-~ 
should not be a licence to 
steal, even by proxy. 
Comparing jobs in this 
fashion is incompetent, and 
one doesn't need a 
comparison of dissimilar 
fruit to prove it. Actually, 
there is no indication that 
women are any more 
disadvantaged than men. 
The Globe & Mail reports 
that a young man of25 can 
expect to pay a hfetjme tax 
bill of $445 000, . while 
/ . receiving /only $15 5,000 i~ 
/ benefits-;· · // {or {( / 
~ / . . . . . . . . 
/ . / / 
independent people who can think for thetn~elves Canada ttip;pft.s;:tli~t--·Ute:::Iliii:nli¢t~ f;Jtqus~rlf¢-ltd~ 
/ . 
and can see men as allies in policy suvggle~; · 
/ . . . .. · ,•' / / 
sexual enemies./ . . / - / 
ln fact,/pick .any · , _ . 
enviromnent~ free tra4~and/ . 
and wotn~n in ~qual I~:9m!>e~;:~n/~i~~: . 
ate no uruquely .male or femal~/ ISSues .f'J .. , ...... , ...... , 
for fair hiring practices and pay. 
nofhingteSs thaila demanlfor" "'~ ... 1'-•·t+i 
Considerations of sex are irfelevant, ,as .... u: .... ,.,. ,.. ...,. 
feminism ... have been pqtnting'Out for 
Nowhere is the schism witlfin the •vn.n-r••n 
movement more gtaring than _over' th~ P~"'"~ •.• .,..r; 
/ , . . // / . 
'pornography.' To old-iine feminists' al)d mO<lerrt 
lesl?ians, ,it is a categortcal denjgra'~o~ of WO•.tr len:,;. 
to the new; it's away forwometf ta<ixperiel)ce 
de{!pest sexual desires. On this issue.at Iejlst, mor~l~ / 
ce~sure is giving way !.o ind~pendentjudgem~n(~; 
lfl.temational Women's Day exists in a vacuum. It earlier, /nalnttLeJ:t)~:S§ 
has nothing to say to women who/ don't/ see the / by · . . . . 
world as a male-female antagonism. Those who speaJc for them.; · // / / . ·, 
need IWD the most are old, left-wing feminists wh6, If the wBtitigs ·ofFJlllon, R6iph_y/ffaf . '" .""'·"'.'"'7 / 
bought into the dream and have to justify their indication, women no longer need yictim · · · · 
political existence, even though time and common to define themselves. They no tonget/ l)eed 
sense have passed them by. International Women's Day. / 
Of all the dichotomies mentioned above, perhaps / /, ;,. / // / 
young/old is emerging as the most significant. As 
young people in their teens and twenties d~sperately 
/%;· / 
',.. ,,.. ' //i// 
. / ,// //.; .· 
reprinted with permission 
from the Vancouver Courier 
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IN SEARCH OF 
A NATIONAL 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
Men's Volleyball team represents BC in 
- . Truro, Nova Scotia 
Pix and prose by Miguel Strother 
SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE SEPTEMBER SEMESTER, THE DOUGLAS COLLEGE 
(DC) MEN'S VOLLEYBALL TEAM HAS BEEN PRACTICING FOUR OUT OF FIVE NIGHTS 
OF THE WORK WEEK, PLAYING MATCHES ON WEEKENDS, AND TRAVELING TO OTHER 
PARTS OF THE COUNTRY ON SEMESTER BREAK. THEY HAVE MADE SACRIFICES 
Tl;iAT HAVE STRAINED RELATIONSHIPS WITH BOTH EMPLOYERS AND INSTRUCTORS 
IN ORDER TO REPRESENT THE COLLEGE IN THE BEST WAY THEY KNOW HOW. 
JUMP-SERVES HAVE BEEN PERFECTED AND PLAYS HAVE BEEN PRACTICED COUNTLESS 
TIMES. FOR THIS, THE PLAYERS WERE REWARDED. THE TEAM STEAMROLLED 
THROUGH THE PROVINCIAL CHAMPIONSHIPS AND EARNED THE RIGHT TO REPRESENT 
NOT ONLY DC, BUT THE PROVINCE ITSELF, AT THE CANADIAN COLLEGES ATHLETIC 
ASSOCIATION'S VOLLEYBALL NATIONALS IN THE TOWN OF TRURO, NOVA SCOTIA. 
THIS IS THE STORY ABOUT THEIR QUEST, BOTH AS A TEAM AND AS INDIVIDUALS, 
FOR THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS TITLE 
DAY 
FLIGHT 
ONE: THE 
On the morning of March 5, 1996 at 
around 6:45am, various members of the 
DC men's volleyball team began to 
gather at a 
small table in 
the Vancouver 
airport 
cafeteria. They 
were all in 
good spirits 
and seemed to 
be excited 
about the 
journey they 
were about to 
embark upon. 
The next week 
would see 
them living out 
the dream of 
playing in a 
national championship, a dream many 
of them have been struggling to make a 
reality since the first day they stepped 
onto the volleyball court way back in 
junior high school. If they were at all 
nervous it didn't show. The men fooled 
around in the airport much like you 
would expect a group of third-graders 
to, racing the luggage carriers and 
cracking bad jokes. This would be a 
dominant mood for the rest of the seven-
hour journey across the country. That 
mood would soon change. 
The first five hours of the plane ride 
brought us to Montreal's Dorval Airport 
for a brief layover before the transfer to 
another flight which was to take us to 
Halifax Nova Scotia. From Halifax a bus 
was supposed to take us to our hotel in 
Truro, which is approximately an hour-
and-a-half away form the capital. When 
we arrived at the gutted Halifax airport, 
it took about 25 minutes to find out that 
more then 50% of the team's luggage 
was missing. There were rumours that 
the luggage was probably headed for 
Puerto Rico or some other tropical 
country as we stood inside the Halifax 
airport looking out at the, shall we say, 
Godawful Halifax weather. 
The looks of happiness and 
enthusiasm that had been plastered 
across the players' faces earlier in the 
day were replaced with long, travel-
worn faces that were none to pleased 
about the prospect of having to wear the 
same clothes for the next five days. To 
add to this misery, the van that was 
supposed to meet us at the airport, and 
transport us through the near blizzard 
conditions, was nowhere to be found. 
These events were taking their toll on 
the players. Not even the cheery attitude 
of the 
I o v e I y 
hostesses 
sent by the 
agricultural 
college 
hosting the 
tournament 
to greet the 
players 
w a s 
enough to 
raise the 
team's 
spirits. 
This was 
nottheway 
c o a c h 
Brian Newman had hoped the first part 
of the championship quest would begin. 
Wisely, Newman had instructed his 
players to pack their game gear in their 
carry-on bags so they wouldn't get 
caught having to wear borrowed 
uniforms during match play. After about 
an hour of searching, several minivans 
were located. Another hour and a half 
later and the players and coaches found 
themselves in the snow encrusted town 
of Truro, Nova Scotia. 
The hotel, filled with men's and 
women's volleyball teams from around 
the country, could have been a stable for 
all the players and coaches cared.It was 
a place to rest and that was all that 
mattered. The next day would be a long 
day; practice was at I 0:30 and the 
various awards banquets were slated for 
the evening. 
DAY 
PRACTICE 
Two: 
& 
PRESENTATIONS 
After a quick breakfast and meeting 
with coach Newman, the players loaded 
into the mini-vans and headed off to the 
agricultural college for their last chance 
to work out any kinks. The players were 
loose and looking forward to getting 
aquainted with the local facilities. 
Unfortunately, the practice seemed to go 
poorly. Players were not hitting the ball 
well, and they complained of the lighting 
in the building and the lack of spring in 
the floor. Ken Kilpaterik, a 6'5 middle 
blocker from Delta, was the most vocal 
in expressing his displeasure with the 
way the practice went. "That was the 
shits." I asked him if the time change 
had anything to do with it and he replied 
"No I don't think so, that was just the 
shits." 
Apparently coach Newman had 
instructed his players to get up three to 
four hours earlier than normally and to 
go to bed three to four hours earlier, so 
that they would be less affected by the 
four hour time change. The players were 
simply unfocussed, and would need to 
The looks of enthusiasm 
that had been plastered 
across the players' faces 
earlier in the day had 
been replaced with long, 
travel-worn faces that 
were none to pleased 
about the prospect of 
having to wear the same 
clothes for the next five 
days. 
get much more mentally focused over 
the next 24 hours if they hoped to get 
off on the right foot in their first match 
against Saint Anne's the next day. All 
the same, the team was quick to shake 
off the practice, blaming nerves and the 
long plane ride. The laid back and 
relaxed attitude was quickly restored 
once the players arrived back at the 
hotel. Certainly 6'4 power hitter Cam 
Secret was unaffected, he managed to 
take several of the players' lunch money 
in a friendly card game he taught them 
earlier in the day. I don't think Cam 
minds that most of players don't think 
that he is a very good teacher. 
Later in the day, I managed to get a 
private word with a much poorer Brad 
Premack The captain of the DC squad. 
He claimed that the team would have to 
forget about the practice and just relax 
over the next 24 hours. He also was 
quick to shrug off the time change 
excuse. 
The team was simply going through 
the motions, waiting to get on the floor 
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and do what they do best--compete. Douglas squad, they simply play as a six 
They would have to endure one more man unit. The first set ended 15-2 
interlude, as both the dinner banquet and Royals, and the tournament was off to a 
the awards ceremony took place that promising start as far as the Douglas 
· evening. This did, however, provide squad was concerned. The team 
some entertainment, and most of the continued to dominate in the second set, 
·players seemed to enjoy the food and winning it in the same fashion as they 
- Eastern hospitality. 6' I power hitter Ken · did the first, the final score being 15-4. 
Kliendienst certainly enjoyed himself, as Veteran Jeff Foo, who is in his last year 
he was named as an All Canadian in his of eligibility as a player, replaced regular 
first season as a Royal. Ken thanked starter Ken Kilpaterick and played a 
coach Newman, saying that the coach strong game defensively for the squad. 
had helped him elevate his game to a The team went on to win the match in 
higher level, making the honour commanding fashion 3 sets to 0. 
possible. When asked how the team The general consensus among the 
could make the national championship players was that this match was a great 
dream a reality, Ken said he felt they warm up but they would be in much 
would need to focus on their individual tougher against their next opponent, the 
tasksandplaywithalittlemoreintensity Quebec champions College de 
than they were used to, as the Sherbrooke. There was time enough 
competition would be far stronger then only for the team to have a quick bite to 
what they had faced previously. eat and meet briefly before they headed 
After a hearty feast and the awards back to the gym to battle for the first 
banquet all headed back to the hotel for place seating in their pool. Coach Brian 
a nights rest. Thursday morning would Newman felt that the two teams matched 
see the first day of competition. Douglas up well but the lack of size on the 
College (British Columbia), Red Deer Sherbrooke side would help the DC 
College (Alberta), Durahm College squad to come out with a victory and a 
(Ontario), College de Sherbrooke birth in the semi finals. If they lost they 
(Quebec), College de Limoilou would have to play a do or die match, 
(Quebec),and the host province's which would see the winner moving on 
Universite Set. Annes would all see to the semi finals and the looser playing 
action in their respective pools the next for fifth and sixth on Saturday. 
day. After the Royals went through their 
regular process of listening to a 
T H E relaxation tape before the match and 
trying to get themselves as focused as 
F I R S T DAY 0 F PLAy· possible, we hopped on the bus and went 
Finally, after an entire season of back to the quiet tittle gym in the middle 
league play, a provincial championship of nowhere to do battle. 
DAY THREE: 
title and a whole lot of waiting, the first As the teams went through their 
day of competition had finally come. No regular warm ups I managed to make 
longer would the men have to wait to acquaintance with Dan Bainard, All 
get on the court. They wouldn't have to Canadian volleyball select and Trinity 
worry about catching planes or Western standout. He had been imported 
retrieving lost luggage (which, by the to the Championships by his school 
way, was found,) all they had to do now simply to accept his award. Dan was 
was play. This is what they had been gracious in giving me some insight on 
looking forward to since the season the match between Douglas and 
began. Sherbrooke. "Although the Douglas 
The laid back attitude that the players squad is larger in terms of height, it 
had displayed all season long seemed should be a great match as both teams 
to still be there as the match was about seem of equal skill levels. If the match 
to begin. Coach Newman was, as usual, is an emotional one the edge should go 
cracking jokes and keeping the mood to DC because they are so level in their 
light. I found it amazing that the team style that they tend not to go through as 
could stay so loose before such a huge many ups and downs as the opposing 
event. But that's always been their style. team." As we were talking, one of the 
They show little-to-no emotion when Sherbrooke power hitters pounded a ball 
they play, rarely screaming and yelling straight into the stands, which are 20 feet 
as most other teams do. This style aided above the court. The match was about 
them in the opening match. to begin. 
The first set saw a few mistakes that The Quebec team jumped to an early 
wouldn't normally be made, but for the 3 point lead as Douglas came out a little 
most part the team picked up where it flat. After giving up this lead, Douglas 
left off, steam-rolling the competition. finally forced a sideout. The serve was 
The match saw DC jumping out to a driven into the net giving Sherbrooke the 
quick 8-21ead in the first set. No player ball back on the easiest sideout possible. 
really stood out, as is usual for the After several more Sherbrooke points 
March 19 1996 
VOLLEYBALL 
CONT. • • 
Coach Newman was forced to call a time 
out to try and stop the opposition's 
momentum. Dan looked over at me and 
made an in depth observation, "They're 
off to a bad start." Douglas never 
managed to recover from this "Bad 
Start" loosing the set 15-6 behind the 
strong blocking of Reae Pellties. The 
second set went much the same as the 
first, with DC passing poorly and 
missing serves . Not to give the 
Sherbrooke team less credit then they 
deserve; they were, as Bainard described 
them as "Simply overpowering." 
The Royals lookea like they were 
going to get things in check in the third 
set, as they started passing better and 
playing with a little more heart. 
Unfortunately, at 5-5 they missed 
another serve. Douglas fought hard but 
found that the hole they had dug was far 
to deep to climb back out of. They lost 
the set 16-14 and the match 3 sets to 0. 
There was nothing said in the van ride 
back to the hotel. All the players' faces 
were hanging; it felt like we had just 
returned from a funeral. Even James 
Sneddon, the DC setter, couldn't be 
brought out of his current state, despite 
the brand new bag he was sporting after 
being selected man of the match. 
The mood in the hotel was extremely 
somber, but the players seemed well 
aware of what they had to do the next 
day. If they didn't win, they would be 
playing for fifth and sixth early Saturday 
morning . All were agreed this was not 
an option. Douglas would see early 
With the recent trade of Wayne 
Gretzky to St. Louis, and Mario 
Lemieux in the middle of another fine 
season, a common debate has again 
become popular. Who's better, The 
morning action against the Ontario 
college champions The Durham Lords. 
It was do or die. As the evening went 
on, the players moods seemed to lighten 
just a little bit. All but one. As I walked 
by the room next to mine I said a quick 
hello to all-star power hitter Cam Secret. 
His long face twitched slightly, 
indicating that he had heard me, but his 
blank eyes dido 't even blink as he stared, 
lost in thought. 
DAY FOUR: Do OR 
DIE 
The Duhram Match started early on 
Friday afternoon. The team went through 
their regular routine of breakfast and 
meditation before they left for a match 
which could effectively end the 
championship dream which they had 
worked so hard to keep alive. 
As the players went through their 
warm up there was a noticable change 
in the team's attitude. There was an air 
of seriousness that hadn't been seen so 
far in the tournament. Players were 
trying to fire one an other up by 
screaming when they hit a good ball in 
the practice, or yelling when they dug a 
ball in their three man drill. The Royals 
knew what had to be done, but, unlike 
in the earlier match they knew what it 
was going to take to get it done. 
From the opening kill it was apparent 
that this was a transformed team. The 
passing was perfect and when the 
opportunity presented itself, balls were 
pounded. Brian Boles, a 6'6" middle 
blocker (who, unlike most big men, has 
Gretz is six years older, has being 
playing professional hockey since he 
was seventeen and won four Stanley 
Cups. Mario, has being playing pro since 
he was nineteen, won two Stanley Cups 
... ~ 
etlier Press 
decided to stick with volleyball rather 
than basketball), made some key blocks 
in the first set, giving the Royals the lead. 
The early part of the second set saw 
much of the same thing, and once again 
the Royals took the set on a kill by power 
hitter Cam Secret. Despite going down 
7-3 in the third set the team managed to 
rally and win the third set and beat the 
Duhram Lords 3-0. The Royals had 
dodged a bullet keeping their hopes 
alive. The next match slated for later that 
evening would match the Royals Against 
the winners of the opposite pool, the 
highly emotional College de Limoilou 
of Quebec. 
After the match I had the opportunity 
to ask both Brian Boles and Coach Brian 
Newman what they had done differently 
from the previous match. Boles felt that 
· the team was much more focused than 
in the match against the Sherbrooke 
team, and if they were to continue 
winning they would have to keep both 
focused and intense. Newman felt that 
the close loss in the last set against 
Sherbrooke was what set the tone for the 
match. "The intensity level was much 
higher, and you saw all of the players 
on the court celebrating when they did 
something well." To beat Limoilou, the 
Royals would have to "keep the 
emotional aspect of the Limoilou game 
down because that is what they thrive 
on." 
No matter what happened the DC 
team would be ready. They had worked 
hard and this was the chance that they 
had waited for all year: one win and the 
Royals would be in the National 
Championship final. The match was 
slated to go, late on Friday night. 
During the warm up both teams were 
quiet, but the faces of each player was 
locked deep in concentration. The 
tension was rising. As the match began, 
it was obvious that Douglas had come 
to play and had brought the intensity that 
they used in the previous match with 
them. They would need it if they were 
going to compete with Limoilou. 
In the first stanza the inability of DC 
to set up a block to shut down the 
powerful hitting of the Quebec side was 
a key flaw. Douglas was down early 12-
2 and eventually lost the first set. The 
Royals had dug themselves a hole and 
they would have to struggle to get out, 
as the Limoilou squad was extremely 
fired up and playing well. 
The second set saw Douglas work 
very hard and pass well to go up 5-4. 
The lead should have been greater, but 
Limoilou played a strong defensive 
game forcing Douglas to battle for every 
where the two superstars played their 
junior hockey. Gretzky played for the 
Soo Greyhounds in the Ontario 
Hockey League, a circuit famous for 
Great One or Magnificent Mario. ...------------------. 
producing defenceman who 
punish opposing forwards. Mario 
This debate turned into an 
argument for me recently outside 
GM Place. 
Gretzky's debut for 
Budweiser's Blues took place 
against Vancouver, and Mario 
and his powerful Penguins squad 
had played the Canucks only two 
nights earlier, so the three point 
performance of Mario was fresh 
in mind. 
This gentleman stated that Gretzky 
was overrated and not worth the 
hype. I asked him who he felt was 
the "best of all time." He told me 
Lemieux. This argument has been a 
favourite of mine for years now. 
Simply put Gretzky has achieved 
a level of talent, and ability higher 
than anybody has, or ever will. 
"Mario's better, it's no contest." said 
the drunk, er, gentleman. I asked him 
why he could possibly think this . 
"Who's got more points this year?" 
Well, Mario does, but he's also got 
more points this year than Bobby Orr 
and Maurice Richard, but let ' s 
compare apples to apples here. 
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by Lance Bradley 
and hasn't come close to Gretzky's 
record of 212 points in a season. "Well 
Lemieux would have done that if he 
wasn't hurt all the time." Yeah, well if I 
was 6'9", and weighed 250 pounds, I'd 
be an NBA superstar. But it just dido 't 
happen. Gretzky's played longer and 
suffered only one serious injury. Gretz 
has played through pain and has even 
dropped the gloves twice, once in 1983, 
and once this year against Sean Hill of 
Ottawa. Mario, to my knowledge, has 
never dropped the gloves. The physical 
part of the game is just that- part of the 
game. If you can' t take it, hell, by a Sega 
Genesis and play NHL ' 96 in the 
comfort of your living room. 
One thing people rarely talk about is 
played in the Quebec Major 
Junior Hockey League, a league 
known for playing all offence, 
and a real lack of body contact 
and the physical stuff. 
Mario's past three or four 
seasons have been fantastic, I 
don't deny that, but Gretzky 
dominated the 80's like Magic 
did basketball and Joe Montana 
football. Gretzky has also done more 
for the game, internationally and in 
Canada. Wayne's been a real 
ambassador while Mario has been 
nothing but a nuisance since he was 
drafted by the Pens' and wouldn't 
come to podium to wear the 
Pittsburgh jersey. 
Gretzky's record speaks for itself, 
over 2000 points, four Stanley Cups, 
numerous scoring titles, and a good 
share of the NHL record book. 
Mario, he's suffered through some 
injuries but if you can~t take the heat! 
Mario could have been the best of all-
time but it didn ' t happen. Mario's 
magnificent, but Wayne, Wayne's 
GRRRREATTT!!!!! 
one of its points. Douglas continued to 
control the second set, with strong 
blocking by Ken Kilpaterick; but 
Limoilou kept the match close, reeling 
Douglas back in every time they 
managed to gain a lead. At 
I 0-10 Limoilou made its 
move, hitting Douglas 
with a flurry of tandems 
and X plays that the 
Royals seemed unable to 
defend. The fmal set in the 
set was 15-lO Limoilou. 
Douglas was one seta way 
from being forced to play 
in the consolation final, 
despite how well they had 
played. They wouldn't go 
down quietly. 
Douglas came back and 
played better then they 
had played all the tournament. The 
Passing of Brad Premack was perfect, 
James Sneddon set the ball much the 
way Joe Montana passed a football, Ken 
Kilpaterick and Brian Boles solved the 
riddle of the opposition's hitting and 
Cam Secret and Ken Kliendienst were 
hitting down balls every opportunity 
they got. The team had hit its stride and 
looked unbeatable, winning the set 15-
1 0. Douglas looked poised and ready to 
stage an amazing comeback. This, 
however, was not the case. 
The forth set saw the Douglas side 
completely break down. All that they had 
done well in the third set was done 
poorly in the beginning of the forth set. 
Before the Royals got on the board 
Limoilou had scored seven points, most 
of them off of Douglas errors. Despite 
digging such a deep hole, the men 
managed to pull things together later in 
the match, unfortunately when you go 
down 12-2 against teams as good as 
Limoilou comebacks are rare. Despite 
the valiant effort, Douglas eventually fell 
15-9, losing the match 3-1 . Both players 
and coaches seemed baffled as to why 
the team had such a major breakdown 
after playing so well just one set before. 
That night saw an end to a dream 
season for the Douglas College Royals. 
Although they had earned a birth in the 
consolation final against Sherbrooke, 
the wind had been taken out of the 
Royals' sails. It was evident in both the 
players' and the coaches' attitudes later 
in the evening that the consolation final 
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was not what they came to win. That 
was more than evident the next day in 
the consalation match, despite the strong 
play of future superstar "Shotgun" Paul 
Tudor and defensive specialist Alan 
Goodal, who both came in off the bench 
to try and spark some kind of 
momentum. 
After a cross Canada Journey, a 
provincial championship, four hard 
fought matches (one not as hard fought 
as the others)at the national 
Championships, several hundred 
practices, and a full slate of regular 
season games, the Douglas College 
Royals men's volleyball teams season 
had come to an end. The team fiished 
the season as the fourth best team in the 
country behind Sherbrooke (3rd), 
Limiolou (2nd) and the eventual 
National Champions, Red Deer. They 
could finally rest (although that's not 
exactly what they had in mind). Despite 
the disappointment, the men made the 
best of the rest of their time in the lovely 
town of Truro. What they did ... well 
that's an entirely different story. 
CONGRA1tJLA110NS 
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"AAA" Senior Boys. Basketball: 
A tale of two teams 
By Paul Andrew 
Winning. That's what it's all about. 
Most of the teams that make it to the 
B .C. senior boys' basketball 
championship are used to winning. A 
positive attitude is paramount when 
playing at a tournament like this one. 
Match a long-shot against a favorite and 
all the drama of an exciting game 
unfolds. 
But Prince Rupert Rainmakers coach, 
Mel Bishop, and his squad ofhigh school 
boys were out worked and out played 
because they did not have the desire to 
repeat what their predecessors had done 
in '64 when Prince Rupert won the 
tournament against all odds. 
Listening to this coach talk about his 
team , and observing the uninspired 
appearance of the bench during the 87-
38 loss to Terry Fox in the first round, it 
became obvious this team was in over 
their heads this year. 
It was clear after the first quarter that 
Prince Rupert dido 't have the winning 
attitude required to be successful at this 
level of play. 
"I could tell in the first six or seven 
minutes of the game that my kids were 
too tight," Bishop said. "They weren't 
relaxed so they couldn't see the floor 
well," he added. 
That ' s the moment a coach mu st 
encourage his team to play harder and 
think positively. Instead, Prince Rupert 
folded under the pressure and could 
never dig themselves out of the hole they 
dug by letting Terry Fox take control of 
the game. 
The animated pacing of a coach who 
is coaxing his team to battle back and 
win just wasn't there. In the end the 
Rainmakers' tournament result was one 
win and two losses. Not bad. But they 
lost the first game. The big game. 
Relegated to the consolation round, 
Bishop said they couldn't do much 
offensively against Terry Fox. 
"There was a lot of mis-matches on 
the court, size wise," Bishop said, 
referring to the height of his team 
compared to Terry Fox . "Even when 
they subbed people in there was mis-
matches." 
Terry Fox, who were knocked out in 
the first round last year, took their talent 
and winning attitude to the final against 
the Kitsilano Blue Demons . The low 
scoring, 57-42, final game win for the 
Demons' squad was because neither 
team would give in to the other. 
Blue Demon's head coach, Randy 
Coutts, motivated his team by asking 
them to win the game for Acron Eger, a 
Kits alumni who was lost in the Bermuda 
Triangle seven years ago. 
Bishop could have done the same 
thing. He could have kept reminding his 
team of the ' 64 Cinderella squad that 
won it all. It might have given them a 
winning attitude and much better results. 
-
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Undefeated streak broken Orca Bay's 
advertising orgy by Miguel Strother 
As the rain came down on a 
typically dreary Vancouver day,most 
people sat in their homes eating ho-
bos and watching Oral Roberts. This 
was not the case for the Douglas 
College women's rugby team. They 
were at Queens Park field in New 
Westminister, tryng to keep 
themselves warm before they battled 
their arch-rivals, the University of 
Victoria. 
Only seconds before the game was 
about to begin, a men's soccer team 
was seen scurrying off the fi e ld 
whining about how cold and wet it 
-was. 
There lies the difference between 
soccer players and rugby players: if 
it 's not at least 20 degrees and sunny 
outside, then there is a strong 
possibility that a soccer game will get 
canceled because the players might 
get their shiny little uniforms dirty in 
the muck and of course mommy 
wouldn't like that. For rugby players 
the more muck the better. 
The first half saw the Royals being 
pushed deep into their own zone by a 
charged UVic squad. They did well to 
defend UVics offense, as they played the 
first 20 minutes within 20 meters of the 
Douglas tri-line. The strong boot of the 
DC stand off was a key in keeping the 
score at 0-0. 
Douglas made the most of it's 
opportunities, winning several line-outs 
and finally getting into UVic territorry. 
From here, Pam Hadikan and the rest of 
the forwards used their size to their 
advatage, pushing the Uvic squad 
backwards. After several attempts, DC 
scored on an eight (Player) pick up, 
I 
Women s Rugby Team 
putting the Royals up 5-0. 
Minutes before the first half came to 
an end, the inexperience of the DC backs 
was taken advantage of by UVic's all-
star inside centre, who scored on a forty 
yard run, tying the score 5-5. 
A similar breakdown in the backs 
caused another long score by the same 
inside centre early in the second half. 
UVic had the lead for the first time in 
the competition. 
Realizing that they were in danger of 
suffering their first loss of the season DC 
picked up the level of intensity and 
scored a penalty try after the Uvic serum 
collapsed inches from the tri-line. A 
conversion made the score 13-10 
Douglas. 
The rest of the match was a see-saw 
battle played in the middle of the field. 
As the match entered injury time it 
looked like Douglas was about to beat 
UVic for the forth consecutive time in 
the season, then disaster struck. An 
unlucky bounce and a couple of missed 
tackles allowed one of the UVic backs 
to squeeze through the DC defense and 
over the tri-line . Seconds later the 
whistle blew, and Douglas was handed 
its first loss of the season. The final score 
was 17-13 forUVic. 
l' 
by Samuel Lapalme-Remis 
On Friday February 8, the Vancouver 
Grizzlies took on the Indiana Pacers at 
General Motors Place. Since the Other 
Press has press passes for us journalists, 
and since I am an opportunistic 
cheapskate, I attended the game for free. 
I noted many corporate names and logos 
were advertized, displayed or announced 
at General Motors Place. The 
announcements were made via the Bose 
sound system that is used at General 
Motors Place. I include in this article a 
non-exhaustive, but still pretty damn big, 
list of the corporate elements I 
witnessed. 
McDonald's, Kleenex, BCTV, Orca 
Bay, Air Canada, Toronto Dominion, 
Canada (flag as logo), The United States 
of America (flag as logo), Vancouver 
Grizzlies and a gazillion other sports 
teams, National Basketball Association, 
General Motors, Labatt, Shoppers Drug 
Mart, Nike, Xerox, BCTEL, Diet Coke, 
The Vancouver Sun, The Vancouver 
Province, Starbucks, Future Shop, Bose, 
Topps, IBM, Dairyland, BC Hydro, 
Sports Action, Boston Pizza, Dwarf 
Courier, National Hockey League, 
Power Smart, CKNW 98, Com Flakes, 
TicketMaster, Winning Spirit, Molson 
Canadian (makes you proud that your 
nationality shares its name with a kind 
of beer, doesn't it?), 6/49, Growers Dry 
Cider, Grimm's Sausages, (it's a bird, it's 
a plane, no it's) Super Pretzel(!), Sprite, 
Minute Maid, OGDEN, Nalley, Mexi-
Casa, Game Plan, Revlon, Black Comb, 
West Coast Express, Greater Vancouver 
Open, Milestone's, Spalding, Titleist, 
Bushnell, CIBC, Upper Deck, WinCraft, 
CarBo, Venice Bakery, 7-11, Tio Pepe's, 
AirBC, White Spot, Slurpee, 899-
GOAL, Pontiac, Quarterfinal Cafe, 
Canuck Foundation, Chevy Truck, Stix, 
Legend Ice Cream, Interac, Visa Plus, 
SkyTrain, Kimberly-Clark, American 
Standard (now you know where to go if 
you're looking for a good urinal) , 
Bobrick, BC Express, Mitsubishi, Distict 
Sportswear, CCM, Champion, Starter, 
Canadian Graphics West, National 
Football League, Team NFL Canada, 
Trench, Maska, International Hockey 
League (they're so international, they 
only have teams in the USA), New Era, 
In Gals Co., Bulletin Athletic, Sports 
Specialties, America ' s Choice, 
Panasonic, Sega, Electronic Arts, Super 
Nintendo, Sport Magazine, FIFA, 
Aliance, Acclaim, Cherub Sports 
Collectibles, Image 77 Studios Inc., 
Simplex, Pay Mate, Dakwoo, Stanley 
Bostitch, Fujitsu, Top Flite, Pinnacle 
Gold, St. Moritz, Whitegap/Opus, SSL, 
Crystal Dynamics, Origin, Batman, 
Cambro, and last but not least, Schlage. 
There were even a few bands whose 
names I saw advertized in the 
merchandise store, and some other artists 
were painted on the General Motors 
Place walls. They were Nirvana, 
Luciano Pavarotti, Bryan Adams (who 
is neither a band nor an artist, but 
whatever), Soungarden, Hammerbox, 
Monster Magnet, Therapy?, and even 
Swervedriver. I adore Swervedriver! 
Go buy all their records now! Britain's 
best band! But I digress .. .. 
Oh yeah, the Grizzlies lost, 94 to 80. 
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Special: 4 months for the price of 3 
Douglas College Students Only 
by Chad Copeland 
The Douglas Royals women's basketball team 
fought hard all year yet couldn't put it together 
in the pressure of the finals . They lost a 
heartbreaker, 59-51, to UC of Fraser Valley 
March 3. The #I team in the nation (UFCV) 
hosted the year end tournament and were 
confident they would take their third consecutive 
provincial crown. Douglas came into the tourney 
ranked #5 nationally and liked their chances 
having beaten highly favoured UCFV earlier in 
the year. 
Douglas cruised to a 58-43 win over Trinity 
Western University and rode that high into the 
championship game against Fraser Valley. In the 
first half the Royals traded basket for basket with 
the two time defending champions and enjoyed 
a 25-22 lead going into a pressure packed second 
half. Douglas frustrated the home team and 
silenced the crowd early in the game but UCFV 
knows how to overcome adversity being in the 
past two finals. Douglas smelled upset too early 
and came out flat after the break. Royal's I st team 
all star Janice Mackintosh summed it up: "We 
got away from our game. The crowd noise and 
the full court pressure got to us. We made too 
many mental errors." The resulting I 0 point 
swing led by UCFV forward Martha Craig ( 17 
pts) stirred the crowd into a frenzy and dejected 
the Royals. The momentum switched towards 
Fraser Valley and they won 59-51 sending them 
off to the Nationals. "The I 0 point swing killed 
us" says head coach Allison Gill. Gill is already 
recruiting for next season to help heal the hurt 
inflicted by the dissappointing loss. 
Four seniors, including Sherri Zimmerman, 
will not return next season. Zimmerman stated,"It 
would have been nice to go to Nationals in my 
final year. It's frustrating to lose when we played 
so well and I gave it all I had." The frustratrion 
of losing the final intensified when an upset in 
the Alberta Provincials knocked the Royals out 
of a wildcard birth into the Nationals. "It's 
depressing missing the wildcard, especially to 
hear Fraser Valley beat teams by 30 points," 
says Royal's All-Star point guard Janice 
MacKintosh . UCFV lost to John Abbott 
(Quebec) in the National final to finish #2 in 
the nation for the 3rd straight year. 
The prospects for a solid season next year 
increase with the return of All-Star point guard 
Janice MacKintosh and the commitment to hard 
work and excellence taught by head coach 
Allison Gill. The women are determined to take 
the Provincial crown away from U.C.F.V. and 
will play exhibition games only in Canada next 
year to improve their national ranking. Allison 
Gill has high hopes for a successful upcoming 
year and can be proud of her team's outstanding 
performance this season. 
... 
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Those eccentric villagers 
Douglas College Theatre Department wows 
by Cynthia Ashton Styles 
It's worth going to spend an evening 
in the Village of Idiots (Douglas College 
Performing Arts Theatre March 15- 23). 
a charming former !)Utsider, played by " the Cossacks were like us Chelmniks, 
Nicole Dtimba. "'' · '. ,, " , We would not have to defend ourselves 
Theit tomance unfolds ag~inst a agai;st them because they would not 
.-. ' ' ~ . ~ 
The village might not have a n dizzying background of ChelmniJs f'tiid rtnecessacy to go out and kill us!" 
attractive name, but I can ' ('\ / .,et.,centri.citi.es •. including a couple (Justin 'fl~~·s. a logic in!~ere some~h~re!) 
guarantee that you'll find~ G1lbert and A1mee Johnston) who make If' you look at the. layers w1thm the 
some very wise- ~ ~ · their JI~~n'g by..s_t:l,·l·i. ~ ..•.. g .... S·•·. ch. n. a·p•· ps.· .to each layers, Vtl{~ge ofid~d'ts,,is a p.lay. with 
and very funny- "'-..: "/ other with the san'feAive kopeks-an deep meantng, leavmg ~ch aud1ence 
people there. / ~ \ '- idea that woul~.}ilitmvdhe entire member to extr~ct their o~ nugget of 
Sudents from /!/_ "J capitalist system ~into. clntos1i);it ever wisdom. It is ceita!ply a chal~fnge for a 
Douglas College .Theatre VI a n d caught on! .ot • . group of drama stu~nts, but under Bob 
Stagecraft Dq)atbnents have a real ButtheChel.mnika'~th~ucomes Metcalfe's directioll,, they pJ11 it off 
~all ~ortrayi~~;~e;eccentri~ characters l whcn they an: ~ed~y;K ba2d ~f ~d~irably, and wit~ superb\ comic 
m th1s am~Stn*'but penetratmg play by ~,CosSacks. Thetr On'IX line of defen~ .1s"' tlmmg. \ j 
Vancouver~basod playwright John tootredhesoldiets lanterns with which Adrian Muir's liShting, 'which 
Lazarus/fhes~tlfeccentric: off-ki.lter ioburn ,~~~ the vill.age while' each includ.es a giant "~oney,-\~o~n:" 
houses, ,;dcs~. f>y Ross N1chol, IS ~·w•>tiHa.gl'!t>l&i<lbks her/himself over the strategically placed st<fs a'¥'Jteahstlc 
delightlo*the eyeabd Danica \YeSt's n6 head, ': ' .. •· sugrises and sunsets, slj:> , · ' · · st how 
less eccentric costunu:.~ only add to the NotSUI:prisingly,Jhe l6ldiers find this much lighting can add { < ction. 
fun. And wbenl siy eeee'iifric, t mean tactitalittlc<>utthere, and become afraid In fact, the only thin . . lacking 
eccentric. ~One hf'jhe wo;);tUj:has whol~ dlat th6y WiD ,bedome infected by the in this production was ~d1~nce. The 
chickens sewn atound the hem of her Chc1mnik'*a'ir, which is said to destroy Saturday night shown ' lid saw only 
skirt. (I don't think this fashion statement--the brain. a scattering of people,f When you 
will ever Q11lk:~Jt pnto a Paris runway!) One of the soldiers actually becomes consider the cro~ds wHil show up at 
The hori1e~ol't~se crazy villagers is a Chelmnik and takes to admiring the high-school pro4Aai~h~. how come so 
Chelm, a snian::;leWish village in 19th moon and picking roses. This is regarded few students sup'p~'~ur top-rate drama 
century PolandN~rytzody who lives in as an inferior alternative (by the rest of department? }Y,ith finals looming just 
the village is regarded~ an 'idiot' by the world) to his former occupation of over the h~~iion, what better way to 
the outside world. This irtbludes Yosef, slaughtering innocent peasants and escape the .lpressures of school than to 
a newcomer to the village pla)ed with raping village maidens. (Yet why do we spend/a; evening in The Village of 
just the right mix of skepticism and join in laughing at his transformation?)_. idiots? Who knows, we might even find 
wonder by Adam Underwood, who 'Jim ·P.reston plays the vill3:ge. Rabbl ourselves there! 
throws his lot in with the crazy with a clever blefid'~drstupidity and 
Chelmniks in an attempt to woo Miriam, wisdom. Cheerfully he declares, "If all 
Culture and Media 
Talking with the playwright 
by Cynthia Ashton Styles 
Lazarus has been well-known on the 
Vancouver theatre scene for many years 
and currently teaches theatre at 
Langara's renowned Studio 58. 
"Village of Idiots was commissioned 
by the Young People's Theatre in 
Toronto," says John Lazarus. "I wanted 
it to be a play for young people, but one 
in which their parents would find some 
meaning too. I guess that's why you can 
take the play on so many different 
levels." 
"It was a rush getting over to Douglas 
College for the opening night ofVillage 
of Idiots," says Lazurus. "The same 
night some of my students at Studio 58 
were performing their own one-act plays 
that they had written and I had to see 
those too." 
"For me Village ofldiots is based on 
my Jewish heritage and upbringing. 
Some of the stories in the play I heard at 
my grandfather's knee. In the play there 
is a style of comedy that I thought was 
just family, then I came across a book of 
Jewish stories and I realized that this was 
sort of a Jewish cultural thing." 
Well know on the Canadian theatre 
worked closely with the Playwright's 
Theatre Centre in Vancouver, helping 
young playwrights to get started. 
"It's tough these days for young 
actors and writers," continues 
Lazurus. "Right now we are faced 
with more cutbacks at the Canada 
Council, which is going to hurt 
Canadian artists a great deal and 
save taxpayers very lit~le. Opr 
artists deserve better suppl)tt . . 
Maybe in the past Canadian :i . 
productions weren't the greatest; 
but not anymore. Canadians are 
producing world class theatre 
now. It's time our audiences , 
woke up to the fact." 
"Of course nationally we , . 
have a media problem," ' 
says Lazurus, "because our 
media tend to ignore or ; 
belittle the arts in general 
and the work of Canadian · 
artists in particular. P.ait of 
my life's work is to,~ak~., 'V 
people up, to reali:z;¢ ~t 
we have a very:r rich 
cultural life in this 
scene for many years, Lazarus has also country-it's my cause!" 
~}~f~JJ~~f7¥'t,\R 
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Noam Chomsky-
like you can go 
anywhere and 
NOI' hear his 
name ••• 
ertainment 
tHEATR.EsPOIU'S; 
some ceedees (feels 
like our African 
Special?) and 
Cypress Hill. 
Gallery 
The Amelia Douglas Gallery is l~ted on 
the fourth floor of Douglas College's 
northern end-oh yeah, it's the New West 
Campus. It's free. You could go right now. 
March 18 to April27, Patterns, paintings by 
Doolee McDonnell. Opening reception Mar 
21 4-8 pm. It's free. (If you don't go, you 
can read all about it next ish, but there's 
really no excuse not to ... -ed.) 
Noon at New West 
Free concert series, Thu~~ays at 12:30 in the Performing Arts Theatre. 
March 21 1995 Scholarship winners. 
March 28 Student Showcase Recital, and April4 & II. 
Evening Concerts 
March 29 Scholarship Benefit Concert: Douglas College Chorus and 
Concert Band. 8 pro, Preforming Arts Theatre. 
April! An Evening of Jazz:pouglas College Jazz bands and Vocal Jazz. 
8 pm, Preforming Arts The~tre. 
~-
Oddities 
Free Movies, every Thur~day in room 1606. 4- 6pm. Room 1606 is a 
lecture theatre with a vid~o projection screen. Mar 21-In The Name of 
the Father, St. Patty Day spe~ial. Mar 21-Another Country. Mar 28-Mr. 
Bean Festival. Presented;bythe DC Student Society. 
Spring '96 Bash, Upptl£: Caf, Fri March 22, 4 pm to midnight. Door 
prizes. Feat. DJ Moses, _ito cover, ID required, sponsored by the DCSS 
WomenSpeak Institute 
In the Douglas College Boardroom from 7 to 9 pm. Cost $5 ($2 for 
students). Call527-5440 tb reserve seats. 
Invites everyone to attend, March 28, Philosophizing Children, 
Fairminded from the Beginning. Susan Gardner talks about children and 
their capacities for thought and reflection, within a philosophy context. 
Off Campus 
Theater 
The Relationship Book of the Dead, written and preformed by Lesley 
Ewen and Alex Ferguson. At the Playwrights Theatre Centre (1405 
Anderson St.) Mar 27- Apr 6. Call685-6228. 
The Vancouver Playhouse Theatre Co. is showing Harold Pinter's 
Betrayal. Mar 25- Apr 20. Box office 873-3311. 
Not only, but also, Jennifer Mascall's premeire at Vancouver East Cultural 
Centre (1895 Venables St.) Mar 20-23. "Not only the flesh but also the 
stone/ Not only the stillness but also the movement,/ Not only the one 
but also the many." 
Gallery 
VAG (750 Hornby St.) Leon Golub and Nancy Spero:War and Memory 
Mar 20-Jun 3. 
Vancouver East Cultural Centre (1895 Venables St.) Mar l9-Apr 15, 
Avenue for Artists presents, 96 Art Avenue. · 
Concert 
Mar 21 Muffs w{Huevos Rancheros w/Meow, Starfish Rown 
>..t 21 S d T f 1n~ uperrag,aownPump ,,.· · ,o. e• .. ' ''· ., 
Mar 23 Elektra WQmen's Choir arid Chor LeonfMen's C1i\i!r rehersatr 
Ryerson United Church (2 I 95 West 45th Ave) l 0 am 'til noon.Admisson 
by donation. 
Mar 23'.SQpw/Rilsty, Town .Pump .. ,. 
Mar 29 CQtij}James, Co!Jllllodore 
Mar 29 Great Big Sea, Town Pump 
.. _ 
• 
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Spice 1 
1990-Sick 
Jive/BMG 
GooaieMob 
Soul Foot! 
LaFace/BMG 
Fuck me, but this is a black 
album. And I'm not talking skin 
colour here. I'm not sure what's with 
the death-cult fascination , but Spice 
this is an 
enticing 
disc full 
The production on Soul Food lacks the 
sophistication of the sounds on Spice I 's 
disc, but what Goodie Mob Jack in 
production they more than make up for 
I has managed to narrow the already 
tight focus ofhardcore rap by ditching 
the drugs and bitches and going 
straight for the cold hard killing. 
Maybe Spice I and the other boyz in 
the hood didn 't see the movie or maybe 
they just weren't listening to director 
John Singleton, but there's certainly no 
sign of gangsta rappers doing much to 
" increase the peace." Evidently death 
sells. 
of 
f u n k 
fat in lyrical content. Where Spice I 's raps 
are so over the top that they take on an 
unreal quality, Goodie Mob are rapping 
straight from the heart. As the album title 
says, this is indeed soul food. There's 
none of the unnecessary boasting as on 
1990-Sick, there's none of the 
glorification and exploitation of inner 
city life . When they speak of the 
problems confronting inner city 
blacks- the guns, drugs and poverty-
they strip off the Hollywood gangsta 
grooves 
and meaty 
production. Like most other goc<>d 
rap and hiphop, 1990-Sick is full of nasty 
beats that are bound to make you move. 
I can just imagine Dick Clark 
introducing Spice I: Its got a good beat 
and you can kill to it! 
by Kevin Sallows 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY. 
Computer skills a must. As is ability to 
read Russian poetry. Should be handy 
with electron accelerator, hold 2 PhDs and 
write Nobel Prize winning literature . 
Shorthand a big plus. 
Ever get the feeling you don't have the right skills for the right 
job? If so, you're not alone. jobs today are harder to come by. 
But you can get them with the right skills and education. That 's 
why your provincial government has just launched the most 
comprehensive job creation and skills training program for young 
people B.C. has ever seen: thousands of new jobs, and funding 
for youth training programs across the province. It guarantees 
provincial funding for every student space that's needed, despite 
federal cutbacks. Plus , tuition fees are frozen. Interested? 
Call our 1 800 number. And get the skills to get the job. 
1 800 637-5455 
Investing In Our Future. 
A Guarantee For lbuth. 
straight up. 
I overheard a co-
boasts and tough-guy threats to say 
anything of substance. 
worker talking about what it was that 
he disliked about rap music. He summed 
it up succinctly: the redundancy. Sadly, 
rap is an art form that time and again 
fails to deliver on its potential. Most of 
the time, commercial rap "artists" are too 
busy one-upping each other in a 
neverending litany of bravado-filled 
It's refreshing to come across an act 
like Goodie Mob (despite the goofy 
name) . Rather than subverting the 
frustration that comes from growing up 
in a poverty-ridden inner city, they 
address it directly. They speak of past 
mistakes committed in the blindness of 
youth. They pay homage to their 
mothers. In short, they use the form to 
explore real-life issues, and in doing so 
elevate rap beyond the caricature that it's 
quickly becoming in the hands of 
hardcore rappers with nothing new to 
say. 
• ( BRITISH OLUMBIA 
by Kevin 
LL Cool J 
Mr. Smith 
DeE Jam/Polygram 
Mr. Smith Jacks the punch that LL delivered 
on Mama Said Knock You Out. Obviously 
mama's either not around to advise him, or 
maybe she told him to get comfy and ride 
someone else's wave. 
LL's dropped any pretense of originality on 
this one. When he's not jumping on the sugar-
coated, soul-rap bandwagon (hey, Boyz to Men 
haven't been on a single for at least I 0 minutes, 
let's get them to do backups!), he 's copping a 
cheesy gangsta attitude. 
There are glimmers of LL in his old fighting 
form, but not nearly enough to save us from the 
tired beats, lame production and rehashed 
rhymes that litter the album. The absence of 
Mama Said ... producer Marley Marl may 
account for the bland production. Whatever the 
case may be, it's a cryin' shame. Let's hope that 
mama tells LL to get off his fat, famous ass and 
do something original next time around. 
by Kevin 
Verity R ecoras 
Presents: A Tribute to 
Ms. Rosa Parks 
Various Artists 
Verity 
Holy Crap! What the hell? Did something just 
die in here? Oi Gevalt. Who was the scmuck that 
thought of this one? Did I just walk into a cheese 
factory? There is something foul 
in Denmark. Was this custom-
made for contemporary 
adult radio? Did I just walk 
into the lair of 80's pop 
scmaltz? The Return of Sap. . --.~ 
The Son of the Return of Sap. 
Sap IV: The Bad, the Awful, 
and the sticky. Out, out, damn 
song! Will these ears nea'r be clean? I need a good 
band to listen to. No! I loaned out all my cds! I 
have to listen to something- anything besides this! 
Quick .. . where'd you put that Glass Tiger record! 
Oh my God! The Four Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse! 
A cold industry gimmick, devoid of any true 
passon or sincerity. In short: Rosa deserved better. 
by Byrun Stedmann 
March 19 1996 
Heightened_ Reality 
March 10 
pix and prose by Paul Andrew 
Imagine being a child of five or six downfall of a starving actor in the show. 
againandalmosteverythingyoudowith "Pals" does begin well, with an 
your friends is spontaneous and make excellent perfonnance of spontaneous 
believe. You decide to put on a play in comedy improv that's structured by 
your back-yard. You have no script but suggestions from the audience. This is 
with some luck you have an audience. what TheatreSports is well known for. 
This is what the The improv artists 
... ., 
~tier Press 
Music and adtnira· 
pix and. prose by Shari .M..I,Jl'r.tJl;JlUIJJ 
Underneath a huge purple 
awning sits a uaique little place. 
It offers a variety of originally 
prepa.red lunch and di.nner . 
meals at moderate p · · 
acctJmpaaied witb 
alternative IIi usic. V a n c o u v e r use their own quick 
TheatreSports League . d f ' wbeteonehnrome 
wit an, sense o i have a~bance to 
does every time they take humour to improvise 
the stage. .,_,.. .. a three or four minute muficaltalent, aod . . . 
There are two major skit. The results are ' back atmosphe is fhe 
differences though; hilarious. Mutuai.Admirauofi Club. 
These are adults and But the choice to ltmaybelocatea.attbeoldsite 
they certainly don't lack Gary Jones (creator) wlcast combine traditional of The Blue No~ but it doesn!t 
for an audience. The large, renovated improv with the new reality based format share tbe same dlaracteriStics •. In 
d · ' &c~' it is complefelv·different. "It courtyar m the Vancouver Planetarium didn't work very well on opening night, ., • 
buildingthattheTheatreSportsnowcalls and it may take time before the artists' istheultimateaJternativeclub,,. 
its home was literally packed to the address a problem in this style ofimprov said Jerry Car!ljnal, the ClulJ's 
ceiling last Thursday for the opening theatre; The show starts out getting headchef. ~·A~t~rn.ative, . musk 
night of their latest production, "Pals." howls of laughter from the audience, but applies to.al.m;st e~erything, so 
15 
s Purgle 
Ian Ross MacDonald, one of 13 after it makes the transition to reality- we attract all kinds of people." 
rotating performers in this show (only based improv, the laughter is sparse and An Australian flavor dominates opportunity for artists to get their at an excellent price," O'Connell 
five are required for each night}, says subdued. Any momentum is lost. the place, which is not unusual, work noticed. "We are looking at the ~&ntinued. "What we've found so 
TheatreS ports is "breaking new ground" Creator of Pals and veteran improv considering that owner, Drew perspective of having artists view their far is that most people who have 
in the world of improvisational theatre actor, Gary Jones, says he wrote the McNevin, and manager Shaun work in here," O'Connell said, eaten in here have come back.'' 
with the introduction of a new kind of format for the show, but it's the improv O'Connell, are from the land down "preferably photography." A ~ariety of sorts have visited 
improv format. artists who do all the real work. under. Aboriginal art done by Underground Australian, British, this place since its transition from 
"There are two kinds of people in this "Pals is tougher than anything we've McNevin's wife, Geraldine, colour and other alternative music is played The Blue Note last month. 
business; improv artists and actors," ever done," Jones reflected. "Each scene the walls giving the. place a cozy, witb the exception of Tuesdays a~~ ()'Connell said the mix bas been 
MacDonald explained. "This is reality is only three or four minutes long and traditional feeling. Dim lighting .. Sundays. These nights are reserv~ ex~ryone from ·~twenty 
based improv, a lot like the way Seinfeld then it's gone. I mean ... the guys are accompanied by candlelit tables set / for special events such as alternati~e , s9ijlething," to business and older 
opens his show with a stand-up comedy literally running backstage between the tone for that ~pedal romantic bands on Tuesday, and a free for aJf'· .. ~ouples. "Wearenotouttoattract 
routine and then bases the rest of the scenes saying; 'Fuck, what are we gonna encounter. It alSo provides an blues jam on Sunday. All types Jr JCerf~inkind of crowd," be added. 
show on the main part of his stand-up do next?' So we're really exploring the music are , .· So what's with the name? "It 
act." boundaries of improv with this show." enwuraged: l , WM ~d of a joke between my wife 
The show is actually based on the lives Boundaries are created to be crossed from rock . and !, We always told people that 
of three friends who perform at an though. And Jones, who crossed over to to blues to il '!£ have a mutual admiration for /,· 
improv theatre. The first scene has the live theatre from SCTV twelve years ago co ll n try. l eath other," McNevi.n explained. 1 
friends doing their act, and the following and recently won a Jessie award for his "lt'.s a "So when thetbne came, l thought \ 
scenes are a depiction of their lives off work in the play, The Worlds Greatest ' l). t a c e ., it would be a good · name for the '! 
the stage. Two "guest stars" are also Guy, has the kind of instinct and sense w II l t • •~''' i1).p1ace.,. ..  J 
featured in this 90-minute production. of humour that's bound to make the style pe!lple, taif' '' \ And so j(ji, ,Witb, a .. relaxed ..... , 
So it's an improvised sit-com, only with of improv used in Pals a big smash. Sit J)IH-ik, atJ:Dosphefe, 1l mixed crowd aitd j 
no commercials. "TheatreS ports is dedicated to r e I a :X r' sofu.e 'idternative.. music. thi~. ~ 
The reality-based format, or coming up with new formats for improv listen to clUbby bistro succeeds i.o1iti I 
"heightened reality" simply means that comedy," Jones continued. "With the live music message: a mutual gathering fiJf i 
the linle things that happen throughout people that are working here, their so and eat people t!l admire each other. 
the show are exaggerated. So a.chipped good at what they do, there's no telling good food 
tooth is played out to ultimately be the where we'll go next." 
-
-
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Last Sunday night at the 
Commodore, Cypress Hill finally 
decided to visit Vancouver to 
hawk the virtues of marijuana 
as per their last album, The 
Temples of Boom. After 
cancelling last year's show at 
the PNE Forum, changing 
venues from an arena to a 
bar was a definite bonus, 
though it seems amptly 
appropriate that Cypress 
I I ill should come several 
months after the 
album's release date, 
Given the huge 
\0 contigent of 
0\ fans here in 
0\ 
~ 
~ ...c:: <Jl 
~ ~ 
...c: ~ (.) 
u ·c;; 
~ <Jl 
ro d) one ...... ~ ;:>-.0 f ..0 the 
concerts of the year. Yet, while 
I hesitate to cast a negative review of this 
concert, I feel that Vancouverites got shafted. How lucky f o r 
the band that a healthy portion of their fans were too stoned to 
notice. 
As they took hits from the bong, the crowd waited blurry-eyed 
for the music to begin. They were a sedated bunch, primarily 
young, hip-hop guys who wore their devotion to Cypress Hill on 
drooping eyelids. My guess is the crowd's motto for the night 
was "I wanna' get high," and there was certainly enough Mary 
Jane passed around to do so. In fact, one gulp of the rich, green 
air was enough to make an elephant dizzy. The 
Commodore was the perfect venue though, as there 
were numerous alcoves and niches in which 
to take cover from the gnarled bouncers. 
Cypress Hill got through most of their 
popular songs in a montage of abbreviated 
snippets. This was particularly hard for the crowd 
because it required that they shift their rhythms 
in a maner of seconds. Many people sat down in 
confusion as they tried to comprehend this rush of 
song after song. It was somehow innappropriate for 
the band's whole credo. Cypress Hill's songs are 
meant to be savoured and enjoyed, especially when 
delivered live. 
he had anything to add, it was this 
constant he-hooing and personal 
gratification like some kind of self-
proclaimed demi-god on stcriods. 
By II :00 pm it was evident to most 
people why the show had started so 
early: to end early. They went off the 
stage promptly around II: I 0. The lights 
flashed on, and it was over without an 
encore. Any rise for one was soon 
quelled by security, and so the crowd had 
to depart forty-five minutes early. 
This is where we really got shafted. 
When tickets cost thirty bucks, the show 
should live up to the price. Rushing 
through their songs, it felt like Cypress 
llill couldn't wait to be done with it. 
Ending the show forty-five minutes early 
without an encore was downright 
disrespectful. Fans arc essential to a 
band's success. When they get shafted 
like this, when they arc given half-asscd 
performances by bands who think they 
can get away with it, when fans are not 
given the respect they deserve, success 
walks on thin ice. 
One punter 
threw a big bag 
of marajuana at 
the stage, perhaps 
as a request to 
slow the hell 
Attention D~uglas Students!!! 
down. 
Towards the 
beginning of their 
set, Ice Cube 
came onstage to 
join the band. 
From that 
moment on, it 
was "Ice Cube's 
in the house" 
every five 
minutes. I guess 
this was 
supposed to be a 
highlight of the 
show, but why it 
should is a 
mystery to me. If 
Recieve 10% off our already unbeatable value on all food items 
Cliscount available everyday on &lllunc.fl and dinnu ~trc:ts 
-
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Heretic Of Thought 
N oam Chomsky lectures in Vancouver 
by Boyd Pearson 
Called the most important intellectual 
of our time (as well as its biggest 
conspiracy theorist), Noam Chomsky is 
a dissident who, until recently, has 
received little attention from the 
mainstream media. He is a relentless 
critic of the American government and 
big business, and is therefore 
cof\ti;Oversial (especially to CEO's and 
polittcians). 
Chomsky is a professor at MIT, and 
established himself in the 1950s as one 
of the world leaders in linguistics. His 
1957 book, Syntactic Structures, is 
considered by linguists to be the biggest 
breakthrough in the field to date. He 
argues that the human language is 
genetically based, not learned from 
external stimuli. 
In 1964, Chomsky protested against 
the Vietnam War, and thus began his stint 
in political activism. For the last 30 years 
he has spoken out against US foreign 
policy and the relationship between 
government, business and the media. 
The National Film Board's 
Manufacturing Consent, a documentary 
on Chomsky, helped to make him a kind 
of intellectual celebrity, and probably 
contributed to the sold out crowd at The 
Queen Elizabeth Theatre on March 5. 
For over an hour, Chomsky 
commented primarily upon how 
corporations control the US government. 
He is a skilled orator with a cynical tone, 
and is never at a loss for words. However 
he does have a tendency to talk in a 
roundabout way. He often went on a ten 
minute tangent before returning to his 
initial subject. Nevertheless, the 
audience of3000 was still captivated. 
His lecture had one weak link: his 
ignorance of Canadian issues. His talk 
was focused almost entirely on the US 
when he did mention Canada, he 
awkwardly stumbled over the names of 
politicians . This aside, many of his 
insights could easily be applied to 
Canada. 
His political analysis is uncomplicated 
and straightforward. Through 
investigation and research, Chomsky 
presents his facts backed up with 
evidence. He tries to throw away the 
blankets of misconceptions which cover 
many aspects of our society, such as 
marketing. "Marketing is just a name for 
manipulation of deceit," he said. "The 
purpose of marketing is to create 
artificial wants, to manipulate attitudes, 
to fragment people, to tum them into 
isolated atoms of consumption. And for 
more educated sectors, to control their 
opinions as well. You don't have to take 
my word for it- that's explicit." This 
view is certainly not new, but is one 
which few people 
consciously 
acknowledge, and one 
which many choose to 
outright ignore. 
Being a libertarian, 
Chomsky is obviously 
critical of the 
Republican Party. 
During the night, he 
made many sharp 
remarks about the 
recent Conservative 
revolution, including: 
"The conquest of 
capitalism has just 
disappeared from the 
consciousness of 
business leaders. They 
take for granted that 
entrepreneurial values 
means figuring out the 
best way to feed from 
the public trough. The most dramatic 
example of this, and it has really taken 
discipline for the press to suppress this 
fact, the most dramatic example is the 
leader of the Conservative revolution, 
Newt Gingrich. He represents Cobb 
County, Georgia, an affluent suburb of 
Atlanta. It gets more Federal subsidies 
that any suburban county in the country. 
It's the champion at ripping off public 
funds. 'Newt Gingrich Is The Biggest 
Welfare Freak In The Country' would 
be the headline in the Free Press." 
This remark was received by the 
audience with thunderous applause and 
laughter. There were apparently no 
Republicans in attendance. 
In regards to the recent claims by both 
the Canadian and US governments that 
tough economic times are ahead, 
Chomsky claims: "The standard story is 
that we have lean and mean times, 
everybody has got to tighten their belts, 
and so on, is complete nonsense. The 
country is absolutely awash in capital. 
There has been conscious social policy 
to transfer resources to the rich, and to 
punish the general population." At this 
point, murmurs of agreement swept 
through the audience. 
"It's the kind of structural adjustment 
it~Prc:ss 
that is applied in industrial societies. In 
fact, it's being applied all over the world. 
The Anglo-American societies are in 
league with the United States ' fires, and 
Canada's not too far behind. The purpose 
is perfectly clear-it's to internalize the 
Third World Model, 
meaning the structural 
model of two-tiered 
societies, sectored with 
enormous wealth and 
privileges, with a large 
mass of people who are 
suffering deprivation, or 
even absolute misery." 
This statement perhaps 
may seem alarmist, but 
does have validity. The 
existence of America's 
inner cities (and 
Canada's, to a lesser 
extent), and the 
increased number of 
gated commumttes 
(affluent neighborhoods 
surrounded by walls and 
protected by security 
guards) is evidence 
enough. 
The lecture was followed by an hour 
long question and answer period. 
Chomsky addressed such issues as world 
hunger, the Cuba embargo and the 
popularity of the Internet. The most 
revealing moments of the night resulted 
from the questions asked by two young 
men. One asked Chomsky what modem 
thinkers he should read, and the other 
asked what political actions he should 
be taking. Chomsky retorted by berating 
the young men, telling them they should 
figure out such things by themselves. 
It was ironic. After an hour of 
Chomsky encouraging people to think 
for themselves, they essentially asked 
Chomsky what they should be thinking 
and doing. He has become a reluctant 
guru to many people, which contradicts 
his true intentions. 
Agree with him or not, Noam 
Chomsky makes people think. To some 
people, he may appear as a socialist 
know-it-all with a holier-than-thou 
attitude. But in an age of corrupt 
politicians, irresponsible advertising and 
exploitation of the masses, is questioning 
the morality of government and business 
such a bad thing? I think not (and that's 
my own thought). 
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Baroque Pipe Organ 
Noon at New West 
by Andrew Carroll 
On Thursday March 7, another Noon 
at New West was held at the Queens 
Avenue United Church, to many a 
students surprise because it's usually 
held in the performing arts theatre. 
Michael Murray delivered a fabulous 
performance on the pipe organ. He 
played several pieces from the baroque 
period to the twentieth 
century. 
Murray comes 
from a musical 
family, his father was 
a music teacher, and 
a choir director at the 
-eL-
same Church he 
performed in Thursday 
Murray has a Bachelor of 
Music from Western Washington 
University and is a published composer. 
He is co-founder of "Musica Intima" 
an award winning chamber choir and 
also sings bass in it. Presently, Michael 
Murray is the music director at St. Paul's 
Anglican Church, general editor of 
Avondale Press, and organ instructor 
here at Douglas. 
Michael performed four 
compositions on Thursday, beginning 
with Suite du Premier Ton, fittingly 
named for the order. Seven movements 
in total, it is a perfect example of 
Baroque pipe organ music. It filled the 
church with a heavenly melange of tones 
with resonating bass notes. J.S. Bach's 
Prelude and Fugue in Eb was another 
conventional pipe organ piece. 
For the second half of his 
performance, Murray took us into the 
Twentieth Century with Petite Suite 
written in 1955 on the 
-ccasion of a marriage. 
It is an unorthodox 
composition, written 
with difficult 
dissonances sharply 
contrasted with the 
Baroque compositions 
tat were played earlier. 
The final and longest, Le 
Tombeau de Titelouze, truly 
demonstrated the many tone colours of 
the pipe organ. This piece ended with 
very loud surprise notes at the end of 
the fourteenth movement. 
The next Noon at New West will be 
on Thursday March 21 at 12:30 pm in 
the Douglas College's Performing Arts 
Theatre. The 1995 Scholarship Winners 
will perform and the I 996 Scholarship 
Winners will be announced. The Student 
Showcase Recitial will be held on March 
28, April4 and II at the same Bat place 
and the same Bat time. 
